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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH DAKOTA 

WESTERN DIVISION 
 

  
INDIAN LAND CAPITAL COMPANY, LLC, 5:21-CV-05015-JLV 
  

Plaintiff, 

AMENDED COMPLAINT 

 
vs.  

 
INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT 
COOPERATIVE, LCA; HIGHLAND PARK 
MANAGEMENT, LLC; L. STEVEN 
HAYNES; and RAYCEN RAINES, 
  

Defendant.  
  

 
Plaintiff Indian Land Capital Company, LLC (“ILCC”), for its Amended Complaint 

against the above named defendants, alleges as follows:  

PARTIES AND JURISDICTION 

1. ILCC is a Minnesota limited liability company, the sole member of which is the 

Indian Land Tenure Foundation, a Minnesota Non-profit corporation.   

2. The Indian Land Tenure Foundation’s principal place of business is in St. Paul, 

Minnesota. 

3. The Indian Land Tenure Foundation is a citizen of Minnesota, and therefore ILCC 

is a citizen of Minnesota.    

4. Defendant Infrastructure Development Cooperative, LCA (“IDC”) is a District of 

Columbia limited cooperative. 

5. At the time of the filing of this action, the sole member of IDC is Wakpamni Lake 

Community Corporation (“WLCC”), which is a corporate body that claims to be a fully owned 

corporate entity of the Wakpamni Lake Community of the Oglala Sioux Tribe. 
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6. The principal place of business of WLCC is located within the external 

boundaries of South Dakota. 

7. WLCC, the sole member of IDC, is a citizen of South Dakota, and therefore IDC 

is a citizen of South Dakota.     

8. Defendant L. Steven Haynes is a domiciliary of Dallas, Texas, and therefore is a 

citizen of Texas.   

9. Defendant Highland Park Management, LLC (“Highland Park”), is a Delaware 

limited liability company based in Dallas, Texas. 

10. Upon information and belief, Defendant Haynes is the sole member of Highland 

Park.  

11. Because Haynes is a citizen of Texas, Highland Park Management is also a citizen 

of Texas. 

12. Defendant Raycen Raines is a domiciliary of South Dakota and therefore is a 

citizen of South Dakota.   

13. The amount in controversy in this action exceeds $75,000. 

14. Jurisdiction is appropriate under 28 U.S.C. § 1331.   

15. Jurisdiction is appropriate under 28 U.S.C. § 1332. 

16. Jurisdiction is appropriate under 28 U.S.C. § 1367. 

17. A substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to this action took place 

in the State of South Dakota or were directed at the State of South Dakota. 

18. Additionally, all defendants are subject to personal jurisdiction in South Dakota 

due to their citizenship status or contractual relationships and obligations which were agreed to 

take place in South Dakota pursuant to agreement with South Dakota citizens.   
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19. Venue is appropriate in the United States District Court for the District of South 

Dakota. 

BACKGROUND 

A. THE GALANIS FRAUDULENT BOND SCHEME 

20. Upon information and belief, in March 2014, Haynes, Raines, and WLCC became 

involved in a fraudulent bond issuance scheme.   

21. Upon information and belief, Haynes and Raines, as representatives of WLCC, 

agreed to use WLCC’s claimed status as a tribal entity to issue tax-free bonds.   

22. Upon information and belief, working in concert with John “Yanni” Galanis and 

his associates, Haynes and Raines participated in a transaction in which WLCC would issue 

bonds. 

23. Under the scheme, Galanis, through various entities controlled by him, 

represented to potential investors that a portion of the bond proceeds would be used to purchase 

an annuity, the proceeds of which would be sufficient to service the bond debt. 

24. Galanis, Haynes, Raines, and the other associated individuals represented to 

potential bond buyers that the remainder of the bond proceeds would be used for economic 

development activities claimed to be pursued by WLCC.   

25. Ultimately, Galanis, through his controlled entities sold more than $40 million in 

bonds to various groups, through three separate bond issuances.  

26. Galanis’s controlled entities filtered the majority of the bond proceeds to 

Galanis’s personal use and benefit.   

27. Upon information and belief, however, $2,250,000.00 of the WLCC bond 

proceeds were deposited in a “project fund” ostensibly for the benefit of WLCC. 
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28. Haynes and Raines engaged in just enough activity on the ground in the 

Wakpamni Lake Community to give WLCC’s economic development projects the appearance of 

legitimacy in order to maintain the appearance of ongoing economic development projects.  

29. However, upon information and belief, WLCC did not used the majority of the 

project fund to fund legitimate economic development for the Wakpamni District or the Oglala 

Sioux Tribe.  

30. Instead, upon information and belief, Haynes, working in conjunction with 

Raines, used Raines’s association with WLCC to obtain disbursements of the project funds to 

Haynes for fake consultation services and other expenses supposedly related thereto.   

31. Similarly, upon information and belief, substantial portions of the project funds 

were disbursed directly to Raines for his personal benefit and not for legitimate project purposes.   

32. Specifically, upon information and belief, the project fund was used to fund lavish 

travel for Haynes and Raines, including trips to Las Vegas.  

33. Upon information and belief, during one such trip to Las Vegas funded by the 

project fund, Haynes pitched an economic development idea to representatives of the Enterprise 

Rancheria of Maidu Indians of California (“the Enterprise Rancheria”).  

34. The economic development idea, however, was instead a front for another 

fraudulent bond scheme to be perpetrated by Haynes and Raines.  

B. HAYNES’ AND RAINES’ OWN BOND SCHEME 

35. Learning from their experience and participation in the Galanis Bond Scheme, 

upon information and belief, Haynes and Raines began an enterprise through which they would 

obtain bond sale proceeds for their own use through fraud and artifice. 
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36. Like the Galanis bond scheme, Haynes and Raines planned to use WLCC’s 

claimed status as a tribal government entity to issue tax free bonds, the proceeds of which they 

would misappropriate for their personal use.  

37. Using Haynes’ and Raines’ Indian Country connections and associations, Haynes 

and Raines conceived of an inter-tribal energy cooperative, through which to give their scheme 

the appearance of legitimacy.   

38. To further the scheme, Haynes and Raines caused the formation of IDC in 2015.   

39. The original named members of IDC were WLCC, influenced and controlled by 

Raines, and the Enterprise Rancheria, to whom the idea was proposed by Haynes. 

40. The Enterprise Rancheria is a federally recognized Indian Tribal Entity located 

within the boundaries of California.   

41. IDC was ostensibly formed to assist federally recognized tribes with economic 

development in Indian Country. 

42. In order for Haynes and Raines to maintain control of IDC, Raines used his 

influence and control of WLCC to ensure that the IDC board entered into contractual agreements 

with Highland Park and Haynes.   

43. Thus, Highland Park entered into an agreement with IDC to provide management 

and consulting services for IDC. 

44. Upon information and belief, at times relevant to this action, Highland Park acted 

as manager and agent of IDC. 

45. In turn, Highland Park acted primarily through Haynes.   

46. In 2015, Haynes, on behalf of Highland Park and IDC, began promoting a project 

through which IDC supposedly would provide propane to tribal entities (“the Project”).   
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47. Haynes represented the Project as a way in which tribal entities could improve 

access to propane, reduce energy costs for their citizens, and generate revenue for the member 

tribes.   

48. According to Haynes, IDC planned to purchase propane equipment and storage 

infrastructure, which then could be used to stabilize propane supply and prices in Indian Country. 

49. Haynes proposed funding the Project principally from a bond to be issued under 

an agreement with the Public Finance Authority, a unit of government of the State of Wisconsin 

based in Madison, Wisconsin, which “rents out” its access to the tax-exempt bond market for a 

fee.   

50. As with the Galanis bond scheme, however, Haynes and Raines intended to 

pursue the Project only to the extent necessary to give it the appearance of legitimacy and obtain 

the bond proceeds.   

51. Haynes and Raines then intended to misappropriate the bond proceeds for their 

own benefit.   

52. Issuing bonds, however, is expensive and time consuming, so in order to facilitate 

the bond scheme enterprise, Haynes and Raines sought immediate financing through a loan from 

ILCC.   

C. NEGOTIATIONS FOR BRIDGE FINANCING 

53. In late 2015 and early 2016 Haynes, in pursuit of the bond scheme, contacted 

ILCC to obtain “bridge financing” ostensibly to begin funding the Project while the bonding for 

the Project was being finalized.   
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54. Negotiations for the bridge loan initially took place between Haynes, who upon 

information and belief, was located in Texas, and Rjay Brunkow, ILCC’s Chief Executive 

Officer, located in Minnesota.  

55. Negotiations took place almost entirely via interstate wire communications over 

the phone and email.   

56. During negotiations for the bridge financing, which occurred at various times in 

late 2015 and early 2016, Haynes represented to ILCC that IDC was in the process of having a 

$22 million bond issued to fund the Project (“Bond Issuance”). 

57. Haynes further represented that a portion of the proceeds from the Bond Issuance, 

once obtained, would be used to immediately repay the proposed bridge financing in full. 

58. During negotiations for the bridge financing, Haynes represented to ILCC that 

Oppenheimer Funds had already pledged to buy the Bond Issuance once the bonds were rated by 

Moody’s Investor Service.    

59. Haynes represented that the entire Bond Issuance was already subscribed, subject 

only to the publication of the rating.    

60. During negotiations for the bridge financing, Haynes represented to ILCC that the 

rating from Moody’s would be issued imminently.  

61. Upon information and belief, neither the Oppenheimer Funds nor any other buyer 

had pledged to purchase the Bond Issuance, and the marketability of the bonds was doubtful. 

62. Upon information and belief, at the time he made the representations about the 

pledged buyer of the bond, Haynes was aware, or reasonably should have been aware, that there 

in fact was no buyer who had pledged or committed to buying the bonds and that the bonds were 

of doubtful marketability. 
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63. Haynes also made representations during loan negotiations indicating that there 

were ten tribal entity members of IDC, which would provide the initial customer base and market 

for its propane and related services.   

64. Specifically, Haynes stated that the member tribal entities were located in South 

Dakota and North Dakota, including the Oglala Sioux Tribe, the Lower Brule Sioux Tribe, and 

the Rosebud Sioux Tribe.   

65. Haynes represented to ILCC that IDC’s business activities would be conducted in 

South Dakota and North Dakota during the term of the bridge loan.   

66. Haynes represented that the Lower Brule Sioux Tribe had large storage tanks that 

were available to IDC and could be converted to propane use for purposes of the Project.   

67. None of the above-mentioned tribal entities, however, were in fact members of 

IDC.   

68. Haynes made the similar representations to various other entities in the course of 

preparing for the issuance of bonds and marketing the bonds.   

69. To those entities, Haynes represented that the following tribal entities were 

members of IDC: 

• Crow Creek Sioux 
• Fort Belknap 
• Lac du Flambeau 
• Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians of Minnesota 
• Rosebud Sioux Tribe 
• Saint Regis Mohawk Tribe 
• Shawnee 
• Sisseton-Wahpeton 
• Spirit Lake Tribe 
• St. Croix Chippewa Indians of Wisconsin 
• Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa Indians 
• Oglala Sioux Tribe 
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70. In fact, none of the alleged member tribal entities were members of IDC, and 

many had not even been contacted by IDC or its representatives. 

71. Specifically, although WLCC claims to be a corporate body of the Wakpamni 

District of the Oglala Sioux Tribe, upon information and belief, it is not an official entity formed 

under the authority of the Oglala Sioux Tribe.   

72. In fact, in June, 2014, the Oglala Sioux Tribe passed a resolution expressly 

stripping WLCC’s president, Raycen Raines, of any claimed authority to take any economic 

development action on behalf of the Oglala Sioux Tribe. 

73. Notwithstanding WLCC’s lack of authority to act on behalf of the Oglala Sioux 

Tribe, Haynes, Raines, and IDC continued to misrepresent WLCC’s membership in IDC as 

membership by the Oglala Sioux Tribe. 

74. Specifically, Haynes and IDC represented that the claimed agreement with the 

Oglala Sioux Tribe granted IDC access to a market, which would consume an estimated 

2,213,602 gallons of propane annually.   

75. Similarly, despite having no binding agreements with the other alleged member 

tribes, IDC represented to bonding agencies and potential purchasers that it had access to 

markets with demand for over 9,400,000 gallons of propane annually.    

76. The above representations were untrue and misrepresented the true scope of 

IDC’s membership, capabilities, and intentions.   

77. Haynes and Raines instead intended to use IDC only as a façade to give their 

bond scheme the appearance of legitimacy. 
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78. Haynes, Raines, and IDC utilized means of interstate communication, including 

the telephone, internet, and mail to make the above representations and to execute the contract 

documents. 

D. EXECUTION OF THE BRIDGE FINANCING 

79. On February 2, 2016, in reasonable reliance on the representations made by 

Haynes on behalf of Highland Park and IDC, ILCC entered into a Loan Agreement (“Loan 

Agreement”) with IDC.  A copy of the Loan Agreement is attached as Exhibit 1 and is 

incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein.  

80. Under the terms of the Loan Agreement, ILCC advanced loan proceeds in the 

principal amount of one million five hundred thousand dollars ($1,500,000.00) to IDC in 

exchange for IDC’s promise to repay the loan proceeds plus interest.   

81. Under the terms of the Loan Agreement, IDC executed a Promissory Note dated 

February 2, 2016 (“the Note”), through which IDC promised to repay the loan proceeds plus 

interest at the rate of ten percent per annum (10%) on or before August 31, 2017, a total of One 

Million Seven Hundred Thirty-Six Thousand Two Hundred Fifty Dollars ($1,736,250.00).  A 

copy of the Note is attached as Exhibit 2 and is incorporated by reference as if fully set forth 

herein.   

82. Under the terms of the Note and the Loan Agreement, ILCC is entitled to recover 

the costs in enforcing the agreements or collecting the loan proceeds, including reasonable 

attorneys’ fees.  

83. Under the terms of the Loan Agreement, the Loan Agreement is governed by 

Minnesota law.   
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84. The Loan Agreement, Note, and other loan documents were executed by Art 

Angle, a member of the Enterprise Rancheria, as President of IDC, at the recommendation of 

Haynes. 

85. On May 11, 2016, Moody’s took ratings action on the IDC bonds, assigning the 

bonds a “Caa2” rating, indicating the bonds were a high-risk investment.   

86. Despite the fact that Haynes had represented the Bond Issuance was fully 

subscribed, pending rating by Moody’s, upon information and belief, no bonds were issued or 

purchased following the ratings action.   

87. If any bonds were issued, IDC did not use the proceeds of those sales to pay down 

the debt to ILCC as represented during negotiation for the bridge loan.  

E. ENTERPRISE RANCHERIA EXITS IDC 

88. After execution of the Loan Agreement, the Enterprise Rancheria became aware 

of a fraud investigation into a bond issuance involving Haynes, Raines, WLCC, and other third-

parties who are not parties to this action.  

89. Upon learning of such investigations, the Enterprise Rancheria, through its IDC 

board members, sought additional information from IDC, Highland Park, and Haynes, about the 

use of the loan proceeds, the status of the Project, and Haynes’s, Raines’s, and WLCC’s 

involvement in the alleged bond fraud. 

90. Upon information and belief, IDC, Haynes, and Highland Park failed and refused 

to provide adequate information in response to those lines of inquiry.    

91. The Enterprise Rancheria conducted its own inquiries into other representations 

made by IDC and Haynes and discovered that other tribal entities IDC claimed to be members 

were not, in fact, members of IDC.   
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92. Further, the Enterprise Rancheria learned that Haynes and his associates, 

including Raines, had been spending money in IDC’s accounts without the oversight or approval 

from IDC’s board, which included two Enterprise Rancheria representatives, as required by 

IDC’s corporate governance rules.   

93. As a result of IDC’s, Highland Park’s, and Haynes’s misrepresentations and 

failure to provide adequate information, on or around June 24, 2016, the Enterprise Rancheria 

terminated its membership in IDC.    

94. The Enterprise Rancheria’s withdrawal from IDC was not made public to 

prospective bond purchasers or to ILCC. 

F. DEFAULT ON THE NOTE AND EXTENSIONS 

95. On August 31, 2017, IDC failed and refused to pay the amount due and owing 

under the Loan Agreement and Note.   

96. Following IDC’s failure to pay the amount due and owing, Haynes, on behalf of 

Highland Park and IDC, negotiated a Loan Maturity Date Extension Agreement (“Extension”) 

with ILCC.  A copy of the Extension is attached hereto as Exhibit 3 and is incorporated by 

reference as if fully set forth herein.   

97. Like the initial negotiations for the Bridge Financing, the negotiations for the 

extension agreement took place by means of interstate wire communication, including telephone 

and email communication, with Haynes participating, upon information and belief, from Texas, 

and Rjay Brunkow negotiating on behalf of ILCC in Minnesota.   

98. Raines also participated in the Extension negotiations, during which he 

represented to Brunkow and ILCC that he was participating on behalf of the Oglala Sioux Tribe.   
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99. Upon information and belief, Raines participated in the negotiations from South 

Dakota.  

100. Upon information and belief, Raines knew he had no authority to act on behalf of 

the Oglala Sioux Tribe, and his presence was intended to convince ILCC the Loan Proceeds were 

being used for their intended purposes.   

101. Raines and Haynes made the above misrepresentations with the intent to cause 

ILCC to rely on the same to the detriment of ILCC’s rights to take action to recover the bridge 

loan proceeds.   

102.  ILCC relied on Haynes’ and Raines’ misrepresentation and agreed to an 

extension of the Bridge Loan. 

103. Under the terms of the Extension, ILCC agreed to extend the maturity date of the 

Note to August 31, 2019, in exchange for additional interest, making the total amount due One 

Million Eight Hundred Thousand Dollars ($1,800,000).   

104. Under the terms of the Extension, “[a]ll other terms and conditions of the 

transaction shall remain in effect from the original documents,” and all terms not altered by the 

Extension “remain controlled by the original loan documents.”   

105. Thus, under the terms of the Loan Agreement and the Extension, IDC represented 

to ILCC that there had been no material change to the ownership of IDC, despite the fact that one 

of IDC’s two member-owners had terminated its relationship with IDC and the other purported 

members had not joined IDC. 

106. IDC failed and refused to pay the amount due and owing on August 31, 2019.  
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107. IDC and ILCC negotiated a second extension agreement, which was executed on 

September 30, 2019 (“Second Extension”).  A copy of the Second Extension is attached hereto 

as Exhibit 4 and is incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein.  

108. Haynes again negotiated on behalf of IDC, with Raines participating ostensibly to 

represent the Oglala Sioux Tribe’s interests. 

109. Negotiations again took place primarily via means of interstate wire 

communication, specifically, via telephone and email, with Haynes participating from Texas, 

Raines from South Dakota, and Brunkow in Minnesota.  

110. In order to induce ILCC to agree to a second extension, Haynes and Raines again 

made multiple misrepresentations in phone calls to Brunkow.  

111. Specifically, Raines again misrepresented that he was participating on behalf of 

the Oglala Sioux Tribe. 

112. Haynes and Raines made misrepresentations that the Project was moving forward 

and the bridge loan funds were being used for their intended, legitimate purpose.   

113. Haynes and Raines made the above misrepresentations with the intent of inducing 

ILCC’s reliance and obtain a second extension to the Bridge Loan.   

114. ILCC relied on the misrepresentations to its detriment by foregoing its rights to 

enforce the terms of the original Bridge Loan and Extension and entering into a second extension 

agreement.  

115. Under the terms of the Second Extension, the maturity date of Promissory Note 

was extended to June 30, 2020, in exchange for two installment payments of $50,000.00.   

116. Under the terms of the Second Extension, the parties agreed the total interest and 

principal due on June 30, 2020, would be $2,056,709.88.   
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117. IDC paid the first $50,000.00 installment for the Second Extension, but failed and 

refused to timely pay the second installment. 

118. IDC failed and refused to pay the amount due on June 30, 2020.     

119. Upon information and belief, IDC did not use the loan proceeds for their 

represented purpose.   

120. Upon information and belief, IDC did not use the loan proceeds to purchase any 

equipment or otherwise pursue the Project’s goals. 

121. Upon information and belief, Haynes, under the guise of “consulting fees” and 

other expenses, misappropriated the loan proceeds for his and Raycen Raines’ personal benefit, 

including payment for lavish trips and legal expenses related to other schemes.   

COUNT 1: BREACH OF CONTRACT / DEBT 

122. ILCC incorporates by this reference all the allegations set forth in this complaint.   

123. ILCC and IDC were parties to an enforceable Loan Agreement and a Promissory 

Note through which IDC promised to pay the principal sum of $1.5 million plus interest at the 

rate of 10% per annum.   

124. IDC has failed and refused, and continues to fail and refuse to pay the amount due 

and owing under the Loan Agreement and Promissory Note. 

125. IDC’s failure to pay the amount due constitutes a breach of the agreement.  

126. As a result of IDC’s breach, ILCC has been injured in the amount of unpaid 

principal and interest under the Loan Agreement and the Note.   

127. As of March 4, 2021, the amount due and owing is $1,500,000.00 in principal and 

$729,750.00 in interest, a sum total of $2,229,750.00. 
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COUNT 2: CLAIM AND DELIVERY 

128. ILCC incorporates by this reference all the allegations set forth in this complaint. 

129. Under the terms of the Loan Agreement, IDC granted ILCC a security interest in 

certain assets belonging to IDC, including the following titled vehicles (together, “Vehicles”): 

• a 2002 Freightliner FL70 Truck, VIN# 1FVABTAK62HJ81128 

• a 1974 Dalworth Trailer, VIN# TP59686;  

• a 1966 Lubbock Trailer, VIN# 56181; 

• a 1957 Fruehauf Trailer, VIN# C38814; 

• a 1957 Butler Trailer, VIN# 57033522K; and 

• a 1956 Fruehauf Trailer, VIN# C37275. 

130. ILCC’s security interest attached to the Vehicles at the time the loan proceeds 

were advanced to IDC.  

131. ILCC perfected its security interest in the Vehicles by denoting its lien on the 

Vehicles’ electronic titles on the South Dakota Electronic Title Registry. 

132. As a result of IDC’s breach, ILCC is entitled to immediate possession of the 

Vehicles under the terms of the Loan agreement and the Uniform Commercial Code.  

133. No other actions or proceedings at law or otherwise for recovery of the debt 

secured in the Loan Agreement, or any part thereof, have been had or commenced. 

COUNT 3: CONVERSION OF COLLATERAL (in the alternative) 

134. ILCC incorporates by this reference all the allegations set forth in this complaint. 

135. Due to IDC’s breach of the Loan Agreement, ILCC has the right to immediate 

possession of the Vehicles.  
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136. Upon information and belief, IDC has, without permission or consent of ILCC, 

sold the Vehicles to a third-party or third-parties. 

137. By selling the Vehicles, IDC has interfered with ILCC’s possessory interest, 

which is superior to IDC’s. 

138. As a result of the conversion, ILCC has been injured in the amount of the fair 

market value of the collateral, which upon information and belief, is approximately $400,000.   

COUNT 4: FRAUD AND DECEIT (All Defendants) 

139. ILCC incorporates by this reference all the allegations set forth in this complaint. 

140. As described in more detail above, Haynes, Raines, Highland Park, and IDC made 

representations of fact, which Haynes, Raines, Highland Park, and IDC knew were false, or had 

reason to know were false, at the time they were made. 

141. Defendants made said misrepresentations with the intent of inducing ILCC’s 

reliance on the representations. 

142. ILCC reasonably relied on the misrepresentations by entering into the Loan 

Agreement and the Amendments thereto. 

143. ILCC has been injured by the misrepresentations in an amount not less than the 

loan proceeds advanced to IDC, and accrued interest.  

144. Haynes, Raines, Highland Park, and IDC made the misrepresentations 

intentionally, knowingly, and maliciously, and therefore ILCC is entitled to punitive or 

exemplary damages.   

COUNT 5: RICO 

145. ILCC incorporates by this reference all the allegations set forth in this complaint. 
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146. As more specifically described in the preceding allegations, Defendant Haynes 

and Defendant Raines were members of an association of persons formed for the common 

purpose of engaging in a course of conduct to obtain bond proceeds through fraudulent means.  

147. As more specifically described in the preceding allegations, Defendant Haynes 

and Defendant Raines pursued the fraudulent bond scheme through, and by engaging in, a 

pattern of racketeering activity, including repeated acts of wire fraud to obtain access to loan 

proceeds advanced by ILCC under the Loan Agreement and additional extensions thereto.  

148. Haynes’ and Raines’ pattern of racketeering activity and the fraudulent bond 

scheme were conducted through means of interstate commerce, including interstate wire 

communication, and affected interstate commerce.   

149. Haynes and Raines used the Loan Proceeds for their personal use and to further 

the fraudulent bond scheme in an attempt to defraud potential investors in the fraudulent bond 

scheme.    

150. Haynes and Raines conspired to support the enterprise engaged in interstate 

commerce through repeated acts of wire and mail fraud.  

151. As a result of Haynes’ and Raines’ racketeering activities, ILCC’s business 

interests were injured through Haynes and Raines racketeering activities in an amount not less 

than the Loan Proceeds fraudulently obtained through said racketeering activities. 

152. ILCC is entitled to treble damages and an award of reasonable attorneys’ fees 

under 18 U.S.C. § 1964.  
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 WHEREFORE ILCC respectfully requests the following relief: 
 

A. For judgment in ILCC’s favor and against Defendant IDC in the amount of 

$2,229,750.00, plus prejudgment interest from March 4, 2021, through the date of judgment, on 

account of Defendant IDC’s breach of the Loan Agreement;  

B. For Judgment in ILCC’s favor and against Defendants IDC and Highland Park for 

possession of the loan collateral more particularly identified above;  

C. In the alternative, for Judgment in ILCC’s favor and against all Defendants in the 

amount of the fair market value of the collateral more particularly identified above, caused by 

Defendants’ conversion of collateral;   

D. For judgment against all Defendants in the amount of $1,500,000.00 caused by 

the fraud and deceit of the Defendants;  

E. For judgment against all Defendants in the amount of $4,500,000.00 for treble 

damages caused by the racketeering activities engaged in by all defendants; 

F. For an award of ILCC’s reasonable costs herein, including reasonable attorneys’ 

fees, as authorized by contract and applicable state and federal law; 

G. For an award of prejudgment interest and any such other relief as this Court finds 

equitable and appropriate.  
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 Dated at Sioux Falls, South Dakota, this 17th day of May, 2021. 

 DAVENPORT, EVANS, HURWITZ & 
 SMITH, L.L.P. 
 
 
  /s/ Joel Rische 
 ______________________________________ 
 Mitchell A. Peterson 
 Joel Rische 
 206 West 14th Street 
 PO Box 1030 
 Sioux Falls, SD 57101-1030 
 Telephone:  (605) 336-2880 
 Facsimile:  (605) 335-3639 
 E-mail:  mpeterson@dehs.com 
 E-mail:  jrische@dehs.com 
 Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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